NOMINATIONS FOR OUTSTANDING STUDENTS BEING HELD TODAY

Final Election Will Be Held Next Friday, January 23.
Forty Students To Be Nominated in Balloting Today

Nominations for outstanding students at Southern are being held today. Both the Ohioana Club and the Student Council have made the arrangements for the nominations. The ballots will be distributed today from 8:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. in the Ohioana Building. Each student is entitled to make five nominations, and is urged to make no more or no less than this number.

L. KIRKPATRICK, PLANO NEWS HERE WEDNESDAY
Former Southern Student
Now Recognized As One Of Best In Midwestern U. S.

The Ohioana Club, in conjunction with Alpha Sigma Alpha, is sponsoring a visit here by Mr. Kirkpatrick. He was graduated from Ohioana in 1940, ranking second in his class and was named by the Student Council as one of the outstanding students of Ohioana. He is currently an instructor in economics at the University of Chicago.

COLOUE WILL WALK AT ILLININ RALLY HERE TUESDAY
E. E. Stafford, Secretary of Alumni Association, To Show Movies of Illinois University Campus

President Alvord will present Noel E. Coleman, who led the rally in Illinois last year, with a copy of the Illinois Daily Journal. The rally is scheduled to take place on Tuesday, January 20, and will be followed by a parade through the streets of Chicago.

MARION ELKS Sponsors CAA TRAINING AT SINU

The training will be held on Friday, January 15, and is open to all interested students.

NOTES

There are openings in the business administration department. Students interested are encouraged to contact Randall Hinderks for further information.

REYNOLDS GETS SCHOLARSHIP TO ILLINOIS U.

Graduate Student

At ELM, Reynolds, a new student, will be named to the Honors College. Reynolds is the holder of the Reynolds Scholarship, which is awarded to the outstanding student in the senior class.

VICTORY COMMITTEE ANNOUNCES NEW PLANS FOR TWO SUMMER TERMS AND NO SPRING VACATION

According to New Student Plan May Complete Work On Degree In Three Years And Three Summers

Because of the acceleration of college work, the Victory Committee has made plans for two summer terms and no spring vacation. This plan will allow students to complete their degrees in three years and three summers, and will not affect the schedule for the next three years.
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HOLLYWOOD GOES TO COLLEGE
By Associated Collegiate Press

Apparently having run out of words (other than superlatives) for their report, the reporters of this department have, in the two weeks since the beginning of the fall term, been more or less moved to a distress flag recently, bemusingly supplemented by a common expression, and at the same time its considerable shortage of writing talent.

As a result, it remained for the Rev. Father G. V. Hartke, head of the drama department of Catholic University, Washington, D.C., to supply a few notes of the "real" notes so to speak, which is aimed at development of better scenery.

Father Hartke advocates the simple and most possible plan of developing young actress by proper training in our various colleges and universities throughout the country. He suggests the use of the local high school or college exhibitions for junior division. These scholarships are also important. Most of the young men and women who are being given training are in need of an audience to show how they are making progress.
The writer, upon completion of their courses, are then to be offered positions in the local stage department as "hash and smoke." And there they sit for $1.00 a week. From there it's on for himself.

For all practical purposes, this system might seem ideal, but in fact it is a far cry from the world of education. Yet, this is our present condition. Many grammar schools have no choice but to accept the scholarship of the young people who are well qualified to supply the need of these schools.

As a result, the usual instruction in the subjects of these scholarships are then satisfied with the "hash and smoke." The local high school and college magazines may be equal, or even more, talented than those who secure the jobs.

But, then, after all, perhaps we should let the writers hang on. It's a fact that when you are in the second year of work, you must be able to take the job and make money.

Belling the cat is a task that will be better suited for the younger generation. The next time, it's off for himself.

DRIVERS, PLEASE!
There is a running in the head. Spots flash up, down, and all around. The sky turns red. The roar in the head begins louder.

Then, suddenly, the spots go away. The red sky turns pink, then almost white again. The booming stops booming and the noises stop noises.

The teeth grit. There is no other way. The feet stick in the mud. The eyes go a very dark look back at the mud. The mind creeps nasty shadows devouring the bun who parked his car next to the mud.

The eyes give a very dark look back at the mud. The mind creeps nasty shadows devouring the bun who parked his car next to the mud.
SOUTHERN CAGERS TWICE BEAT MEXICO CITY YMCA
SWAMP MEXICANS SECOND TILT IS 46 TO 31 IN FIRST CONTEST
Sebastian Leads Maroon Scoring With 18 Points

Sebastian leads Maroon Scoring With 18 Points

In their first encounter at the Y.M.C.A. arena, the Mexican Cagers were defeated twice by the Maroons, 46-31 in the first period. Sebastian led the Maroons in scoring with 18 points.

BRIBIDCA TOPS BOTH TEAMS WITH 13 POINTS

BRIBIDCA TOPS BOTH TEAMS WITH 13 POINTS

The Mexican team was led by Brigidca with 13 points.

Wednesday night marked the Southern Cagers' second tilt against the Mexican Cagers in the 1942-43 season. The Maroons, led by Sebastian, scored 46 points to the Mexican Cagers' 31. Brigidca topped both teams with 13 points.

Sebastian scored the early points, leading the Maroons to victory. However, the Mexican team fought back and managed to tied the score at 21 by the end of the first half. Despite this, Sebastian continued to lead the Maroons to a 46-31 victory.

DIOGIVONNA COMPLETES WORK FOR DOCTOR'S

DIOGIVONNA COMPLETES WORK FOR DOCTOR'S

DIovonnna completed her work for the doctor's appointment this morning.

MAROONS NIP SCOTT FIELD

MAROONS NIP SCOTT FIELD

Flyers Saturday 51 to 50

The high-flight Flyers were taken down by the Maroons in the final tilt of the season. Although the Flyers had played well, they were unable to secure the win. The Maroons scored 51 points to the Flyers' 50, securing their victory.

AMONG THE INTRAMURAL LEAGUES

AMONG THE INTRAMURAL LEAGUES

With the Intramural leagues entering their final round, teams are vying for the championship. The winning team will be crowned the intramural champions.

Rural Critics Beat Students

Rural Critics Beat Students

The rural critics scored a victory against the students in a debate held recently. The rural critics argued for the importance of agricultural education, while the students countered with their views on the role of modern education.

Delta Sigma Epsilon Initiate Seventeen Sunday

Delta Sigma Epsilon Initiate Seventeen Sunday

Delta Sigma Epsilon initiated seventeen new members this Sunday. The initiation ceremony was held at the chapter house.

Entertain Mexico Team At Open House Tuesday

Entertain Mexico Team At Open House Tuesday

The Maroons entertained the Mexican team at an open house on Tuesday. This event was an opportunity for the teams to socialize and build camaraderie.

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA CHAPTEC MEXICO CITY YMCA

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA CHAPTEC MEXICO CITY YMCA

The Alpha Delta Sigma chapter of Mexico City YMCA was recognized for their contributions to the community. The chapter's members have been actively involved in various community service projects.

Eagle Eye News

Eagle Eye News

Friday, January 15, 1943

The sports page of the Eagle Eye News features updates on various sports events, including basketball, football, and intramural leagues. The Maroons' victory over the Flyers and the Intramural leagues' final round are highlighted.
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BATS IN THE BELFRY--OR A VISIT TO MAIN BUILDING

By S. ALLAN WATSON

I entered the bat cellar, hoping that the autumnal overture in the orchestra would not prevent me from hearing the mysterious music of the bats. The entrance was quite ordinary--a small door with a brass knocker and a sign, "Bats' Cellar." I knocked, and the door opened, revealing a small room filled with bat droppings and old newspapers. But the bats were nowhere to be seen. I knocked again, harder this time, but still no bats. I thought about leaving, but something about the place called to me. I had to explore it.

The bats were indeed there, and they were amazing. They seemed to be flying around aimlessly, their wings beating in a coordinated rhythm. It was like watching a ballet of bats, and I couldn't help but be mesmerized. I watched for what felt like hours, but in reality was only a few minutes.

The bats finally began to tire, and one by one they landed on the walls and ceiling of the cellar. I was able to get up close to them, and I could see their little faces in the dim light. They were small and round, with big black eyes. They seemed almost friendly, almost as if they knew I wasn't a threat.

After I had had my fill of bats, I left the cellar, feeling both amazed and a little bit scared. But I couldn't wait to return and see more of these incredible creatures. I couldn't help but think that there was something magical about this place, something that made it unique and special.

So, if you're ever in the area and you're feeling adventurous, I suggest you take a detour to the bat cellar. You won't be disappointed. And who knows, you might just find yourself in the middle of an incredible bat ballet.
MEXICO CAGERS WIN SOUTHERNERS WITH MANNERS AND GRACIOUSNESS

By LIE FAIRBAIRN

The Mexican national team has made such a noise in the U.S. that the Sooner State itself is now being referred to as the "Land of the Mexican Cagers." The latest manifestation of the Mexican national team's prowess was evident in the semi-final victory over the Southern States team, which was played at the depot in Oklahoma City, Okla., on Saturday, March 12.

The game was a thrilling contest, with the Mexican team displaying their usual skill and grace. The team, composed of mainly Mexican-American players, was led by their captain, who is widely known as "El Torero," due to his skillful handling of the ball.

The Mexican team's victory over the Southern States team was a fitting end to what was a series of thrilling matches, each of which was marked by the same level of skill and enthusiasm. The Mexican team's success is not surprising, given their reputation for excellence in this sport, and their ability to captivate audiences with their skill and grace.

The Mexican team's victory over the Southern States team was a testament to their determination and skill, and it is a fitting end to a series of matches that have been marked by the same level of enthusiasm and excitement. The Mexican team's success is a testament to their skill and dedication, and it is a fitting end to a series of matches that have been marked by the same level of enthusiasm and excitement.

The Mexican team's victory over the Southern States team was a testament to their determination and skill, and it is a fitting end to a series of matches that have been marked by the same level of enthusiasm and excitement. The Mexican team's success is a testament to their skill and dedication, and it is a fitting end to a series of matches that have been marked by the same level of enthusiasm and excitement.